
Review Of Unseen Films

Yeah, alright, this is a easy one to have a go at, if you are so inclined. But wait. . . there's

more. To review Titanic effectively, we are going down a path that criticises all of James

Cameron's film, including those that we liked when we saw them.

Let us start from the beginning, as we see. We know that Cameron did stuff before

Terminator, but we've never seen any of it, and as Cameron made them, we have no

intention of doing so. At this point, we freely admit to having liked Terminator when we
saw it the first time around, but now, in hindsight, we choose to criticise it so as to

establish our major criticisms of Cameron. We understand that Cameron was initially

going to cast Lance Henriksen as the original Terminator in the first Terminator film,

reasoning (and quite sensibly, we think) that the Terminator would blend in with normal

people, and would not appear particularly outstanding in any way (much as Robert Patrick

was a much more believable Terminator in Terminator 2). So why would Cameron choose

Arnold Schwarzenegger? We understand that Cameron was originally considering Arnold

for the role of Kyle Reese (the male hero, remember?), but both Cameron and

Schwarzenegger came to the conclusion that Schwarzenegger would be better suited to

playing the role of the Terminator. Hmmm, why would that be? We believe that nobody,

especially in those days, would be choosing Schwarzenegger for his acting ability, so

giving him a wordy lead role would be foolish and make the movie look more of a B-film.

At the time, Schwarzenegger was, arguably, the top muscle bound action star in the world

(or about to be, sure, Terminator probably made him the uber star he became, but he was

coming off the back of the two Conan films, which certainly lifted him to international

action star status). And this is where our base criticism starts to form. We think these

decisions were reached, not to make the best film, but to have the biggest public appeal and

make the most money. So what's wrong with that anyway? Well, we think that kind of

approach makes the worst film. Let us explain further.

To do so we jump straight to Terminator 2 (yeah, we know

that he made Aliens next, we'll get to that soon, don't worry),

and don't think we couldn't go on and on about the first

Terminator, but Terminator 2 is far handier to illustrate the

kind of shit Cameron is willing to do to try a gain as much

public appeal as possible. Firstly, what the fuck is

Schwarzenegger even doing in that film?? Sure, he is the

face of the series (even though Cameron reckons that

humanity is one of his main themes in his films), but how

does it make any sense that there is more than one

Terminator that looks like Arnie? And for those of you that

may think it's some kind of weird time travel thing, and that

there is only one Terminator that looks like Amie, well, you



are wrong! There are a number of things that came up with the T2 production that show, that

in Cameron's amazingly creative mind, there are many Terminators that look exactly like

Arnold Schwarzenegger. There was a scene the was going to be in T2 that showed the future

John Connor sending Kyle Reese back for the first film, and then Connor and his men obtain

a Terminator to reprogram and send back for the second film. When they find the second

Arnie Terminator, he is in a room that contains a great many Schwarzenegger's. Further to

this point, there is some confusion as to what model of Terminator Arnie actually is. The first

film merely labels him as "The Terminator", T2 has him referring to himself as a 101 model,

special features on some DVD editions ofT2 has Cameron talking about Arnie being 101, a

Terminator that looks like some other person being 102 etc etc, T3 (which is not a Cameron

film, but is the worst of the series and we won't go into detail about that) calls him a T-800

blah blah blah. The point there is that Cameron describes all the 101 models as looking like

Arnie. What's the problem there? The first film show the human freedom fighters as never

knowing who could be a Terminator, remember that they use dogs to identify them. Surely,

even if there are lots of different designs, each time they identify a Terminator, they know now
that anyone that looks like that is a Terminator. Aren't they all designed by a super smart

computer that rules the world, surely it could give some a different nose, eye colour, hair

colour, even a moustache, come on, anything!? It just doesn't make sense. And even ifwe
disregard that, what kind of a cunt must John Connor be to send back a Terminator that looks

exactly like the one that tried really hard to kill his mother. Perhaps, as the future John Connor

would remember his mothers reaction to the second coming of Arnie, he did it on purpose to

fuck with her. Either way, it doesn't make any sense at all unless you view it as a way of

getting your money into their pockets (which T2 did in a big way!). We offer all of this as

evidence of Cameron's absolute willingness to sacrifice anything in a film to try and make as

much money as possible. Are they good action films? Perhaps, well, yeah, maybe, but pretty

much all action films are pretty schlocky crap, right? Oooo, guns and explosions. That is what

Cameron did he. Other than that he makes crap films.

Now, onto Aliens. Much to our horror, Aliens seems to be the most popular of the series.

What's wrong with people? It is nothing more than an easy, predictable action film that rides

on the back of a truly great Science Fiction/Honor masterpiece. We imagine Cameron's brief

as being something like, "I see more Aliens, lots of them, and a Queen one, she'll be really big

(I'll design her, so pay me for that). And the first one was a bit boring, right, so we'll have lots

of guns, lots of soldiers, explosions. That will get people into the cinema and we'll all make

lot's of money. I'll write and direct and do lots of stuff, so you can pay me for all that.", and
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we imagine Brandy Wine (the producers of the Alien films) as being quite happy with all of

that. You want things to get bigger and bigger, right? We assert that Aliens is the worst of the

series. Alien and Alien 3
are similar, one alien, not much in the way of weapons, gritty,

claustrophobic, dark. We really like the use of English and American cast in those two films.

Aliens and Alien Resurrection are also similar (in that they are more action based) but Aliens is

I nothing more than predictable schlock action

crap. Resurrection is classy, rich and more

complicated (we like, and we know it's a

trivial point, that the aliens are so black -

blacker than a Spinal Tap album cover).

Note: we are surprised that Cameron didn't

try to include Arnie in Aliens. Further, we
challenge anyone to watch all the Alien films,

without the baggage of previous appeal, and tell us that Aliens isn't the worst (most populist,

easiest and most predictable) film of the Alien series (and here we are only talking about the

Alien movies, not any where it's Aliens with other Fox licences, and on that note, where are the

Jedi vs Alien movies? Lucas will do whatever for cash, right? Fox! You could be raking it in!

Just get some kids with no attention span, that think a great cinema experience is playing a Play

Station game, to direct the film. Think of the DVD sales even if it did flop at the cinema.).

Alright, so what do we know about Cameron's film so far?

He makes weak, populist crap, targeting broad sections of the

market, and he wants your money, more than he wants to make

a good film. Is there anything to sway us from this point of

view? Anything? Hmm, let us see. Next up is True Lies.

Did you know that True Lies is a remake of a French film?

That puts it in with a lot of questionable company. It is said

(online, so it must be true) that Arnold Schwarzenegger

suggested the project to James Cameron. We see it playing

out something like this.

Arnie S: Hey James Cameron, there is French movie, it has not

been remade to make money.

Jimmy C (showing interest): Hmm? Go on..

Arnie S: If I star, and you direct it, we can be making much moneys.

Jimmy C: Sounds like a good one, I like money. Let's do it.

Do we see anything in True Lies that changes our minds about Cameron's approach to film

making? No, nothing at all. It is still just another attempt by Cameron to make a film that is

going to cause a box office vortex that drains the publics bank accounts, filling his pockets to a

joyous bursting. We wonder if Cameron has actually made a film that has done as well as he

had hoped. We imagine him as a sorry and sad fellow, never understanding why his film didn't

make that extra 50 million.



Also, we read on the internet* that there had been plans to make a sequel to True Lies. Now
remember, True Lies is an Action/Comedy film, that essentially deals with Spies, Terrorists

and Family. The crap we read on the internet** claimed that the reason the sequel never went

ahead was that after the events of September 1
1

, 2001 , James Cameron said something to the

effect that terrorism just isn't funny now. Really? Wow, we always thought it was a great

subject for humour***. Apparently so did he when he made True Lies. So what changed?

Attitudes in his primary market perhaps? Fears that they wouldn't pay to see a funny movie

with terrorists in it? You see the repeating factor here, right? You go JameS! ! Keep on making

thoSe quality film$.

And that leads us to Abyss (yeah, we are doing

them out of order. This is our order, you can have

your own). Oooh, underwater. What dangerous

film making. Any wanker can make some

extravagant crap, if a studio believes that it can

make them a lot of money. It's not because you

are great James, it's because you and other people

think you can make money from pea brained

imbeciles. Since Lucasfilm started Industrial

Light and Magic (or whatever it's called), every

director that thinks they are the next best thing what to start their own production or special

effects company, their own production company (GIVE ME MONEY! We hear them cry.

The wankers). Most of these directors are nothing more than evidence of the fact that far too

much money is thrown around in Hollywood. These people are, almost, all idiots. Why are we
talking about this? Well, we are ranting! Rants can take you to strange places. Come visit.

Abyss is nothing more than a shallow plot, dragged out with more of Cameron's cliched

characters, and plenty of 'amazing' special effects. What do you people really want to see a

movie for? Is that all you really want? If you want something to really think about, then this is

not the shit for you. Like all of Cameron's other contributions, any appeal that made be found,

rapidly disappears with any considered thought. This film is drawn out and almost empty.

Abyss is another fine example of all the things wrong with every film James Cameron has

I

made. We even assert all of this to be true of all future

James Cameron films, because we have absolute faith in

his abilities and motivations.

I That all spelt out for you, now we get to Titanic, which

I is, of course, Cameron's most SucceSSful film. This

reduces the appeal for us instantly. We see no reason not

I to expect that Titanic is the worst film Cameron has

I ever made. As his attempts to make money really came

together with the film, we think that all the horrible

I elements present in any of his films must have really

I come together in Titanic. This leaves us imagining a

1 truly vacuous plot, shallow and trite characters, a weak

I and unimaginative (but imaginative enough for idiots to

1 think it is so clever) plot devices for the characters to toil

I around, big but ultimately pointless special effects, and

I general boredom. As we see NO redeeming features in



any of Cameron's films, and we have proven that Titanic is the worst of his films, we can

only give it a fairly bad review.

The Review

Titanic must be a really terrible film. It was made by James

Cameron, and was very popular. These are both terrible signs.

(It actually leaves us quivering in horror.) James Cameron

generally makes films based on average ideas that he tries to

load with cliches and stars and anything that he can think of

to try and make the film a success at the box office (which he

is often quite good at!). If you want easy films with nothing

to think about, James "Big Jim" Cameron is your man.

Having failed to really capture the box office to a big enough

degree with previous films (action films and comedic action), I

Cameron has taken a 'risk' with Titanic. Thankfully he is such
|

a great director, that Titanic still has a lot to offer every cinema patron. As long they are idiots,

morons, or don't like movies that are anything other than a safe and easy film, like an Adam
Sandler film.

You would know before you watch it, that it has a baddy, because Billy Zane in it, and he

usually plays baddies. Plus, we all know it's the Titanic, so it's going to run into an iceberg, and

it will sink, and lots of people will die. Plus, Cameron has two young starlets in the form of

Di Caprio and Winslet, so you know it's all going to be sexy and everything.

So it's a drama, with love. It has tension, because

it has a baddy, and there's that iceberg that you

know is coming. Just there, you know it will be

perfect, women can want to see it, knowing that

their boyfriends or husbands will like it because it

is a James Cameron film, after all, men know that

there will be endless death and carnage and huge

special effects, and/as it's a James Cameron film,

but that they can take their girlfriends and wives because the film is obviously a romantic drama.

We know that the only people that were really happy with the film are simpletons. Luckily for

James Cameron, there are many simpletons out there. We just wonder where the simpletons get

all their money from?**** Who in their right mind sees a film dozens of times at the cinema

anyway? At the risk of sounding close-minded, we state here, that we recommend against anyone

seeing this film, and further state that we will never see this pointless trash. Read a book people.

And if we ever catch you anywhere near anything with James Cameron's name on it. .

.

*Yeah, we trawl the internet loi crap, so wo are probably verv misinformed, light'.' Well, what are we supposed lt> do? None of these rich celebrities

will litlk to us. Actually no one really talks to us... we lire left wondering why... we are nice and balanced individuals.

**See. we admit that it crap. It was on the internet. It does all sound believable though, doesn't it!

***Sarcasm! Idiots. It's about as funny as when the Catholic Church announced that World Youth Day. Sydney 200N. was a "Tsunami of faith and

joy", as opposed to the Tsunami of relentless water that killed around 200.0(H) people (usmg conservative estimates, some have claimed that the

figure may be closer lo 1,000,000). Surely it is Vl-RY insensitive, less than four years on, to be using the term in this fashion Maybe we are being

too harsh, most of those that died weren't Christian, so they probably don't matter or something. Did yon know that many Christians believe that the

Tsunami was god's work - maybe lo punish heathens, but as god moves in mvslenous wavs ami all that bullshit, we'll never know-... unless...

(actually, really dumb people think that the people killed by the Tsunami were probably terrorists. We wonder what James Cameron would think?)

. . .so many stupid people.

****Hahahahaah!I We know, they have jobs and we find ourselves dealing with them everyday. Some of" them even run institutions and whatever,

some of them even run countries, voted in by other simpletons, no doubt, fuek you. simpletons.


